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High-frequency two-electron photoionization cross section of triplet states
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Using high precision wave functions describing the triplet ground and excited3S states of the He atom and
heliumlike ions, the cross sections of single- and double-electron photoionization are calculated. The depen-
dence of the ratioR of the double and single ionization cross sections on the nuclear chargeZ and the principal
quantum number of excitationn is studied. The results obtained are compared to those for previously studied
singlet states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the results of calculations of
photoionization cross sections with elimination of one
both electrons from two-electron atomic systems in th
triplet excited3S states: the He* atom and the correspondin
excited heliumlike two-electron ions. We study excited sta
that can be roughly considered monopole, i.e.,s excitations
of one of the electrons. In the one-electron approach all th
3S states can be described as 1s,ns configurations withn
.2. We concentrate on high photon frequenciesv@I 11,
whereI 11 is the two-electron ionization potential. The pro
lem of the photoionization cross section of helium and h
umlike ion triplet states was recently discussed in Ref.@1#. A
highly precise variational wave function was used to cal
late the cross sections and their ratios. This wave func
was calculated with the Correlation Function Hyperspher
Harmonic Method~CFHHM! and contains all the necessa
logarithmic terms of the Fock expansion, which are co
puted directly from the three-body Schro¨dinger equation.
The aim of this paper is to study the photoionization cro
sections and their ratios, and their dependence on the nu
chargeZ and the principal quantum numbern of the target
object initial state. Our first priority is to see to which exte
the results obtained in Ref.@1# are sensitive to the wav
function. Therefore, in this paper a completely different, no
variational, and locally correct, wave function calculated
Refs.@2–4# was used.

We shall also consider some ratios that were not dire
addressed in Ref.@1#. We chose those that emphasize t
peculiarities of the double-electron photoionization of t
triplet states more clearly than the usually conside
double-to-single ionization cross sections.

The interest for the problem of elimination of two ele
trons by a single photon goes back to the late 60s and e
70s of the last century@5–8#. It has remained being moti
vated by the fact that without interaction between atom
electrons, the ejection of two electrons by a single photo
impossible. So studying this process reveals valuable in
mation on the effects of electron interaction inside an ato
Eight to nine years ago the revived interest in this probl
sparked an explosion of activity~see Refs.@9–15# and refer-
ences therein!. The research is summarized and a numbe
1050-2947/2003/67~6!/062720~7!/$20.00 67 0627
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new results presented in a recent book@16#. Such intensive
development has been stimulated by the progress in exp
mental possibilities for measuring the yield of doubl
charged ions and thus the two-electron ionization cross
tion, particularly at high energies. The ratio of the yields
He11 and He1 was measured in a broad photon frequen
region, up to 20 keV@17#.

However, most research concentrated on singlet st
(1S), in which the electron spins are antiparallel and t
Pauli principle does not prevent the electrons from com
close to each other. In the3S states the electron spins a
parallel, so the Pauli principle prevents them from approa
ing each other. Therefore, the effects of electron interac
are expected to be considerably, if not qualitatively, differe
These effects are additionally suppressed in the low
energy 3S states, because the two electrons in such st
have different principal quantum numbers: 1s and 2s instead
of 1s2 in the 1S state of He. Despite the theoretical an
experimental interest for the3S states, until now there ha
been only one paper@1# dedicated to their double-electro
photoionization@29#.

For two-electron systems in the high but nonrelativis
frequency@30# limit, the cross section of the two-electro
ionizations11(v), the ionization with excitations1* (v),
and the one-electron ionizations1(v) are entirely deter-
mined by the initial state wave function with one electron
the nucleus~see, e.g., Ref.@18#!. So the profound difference
between the wave functions of the3S and 1S states will be
reflected in the above-mentioned cross sections. Using v
accurate and locally correct@2–4# initial state wave func-
tions, one expects to get precise values for the cross sect
Studying the cross section dependence onZ and n reveals
how the variation of the mean interelectron distance~mea-
sured in units of the 1s orbit radius! affects the probability of
the two-electron ionization or ionization with excitation. B
comparing the results of this paper with the results for the1S
states~see, e.g., Refs.@19,20#!, it will be possible to observe
the changing role of the electron interaction when go
from the 1S to the 3S ground state.

There is a qualitative difference between the3S and the
1S states: the asymptotic ratios for triplet states, valid at a
photon energyv includingv@c2, are expressed via the ini
tial state wave function with one electron at the nucleus.
©2003 The American Physical Society20-1
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contrast, the high frequency (v@c2) ratios for the singlet
states are determined mainly by the initial state wave fu
tion with both electrons at the same point anywhere ins
the atom, not only at the nucleus~see Ref.@21# and refer-
ences therein!. The nonrelativistic asymptotics for1S states,
expressed via the wave function with one electron at
nucleus~see, e.g., Refs.@19,20# and@1#!, have corrections of
the order ofv/c2 that become noticeable, for helium, sta
ing already fromv510 keV @22#.

At a first glance, the system of two electrons in the fie
of a nucleus seems to be quite simple. However, despite
progress in computational power, it is still an unsolved pro
lem to find accurate enough continuous spectrum wave fu
tions for this system. Accurate wave functions can be
tained only for its ground and low-lying excited state
Therefore, it is of particular interest to study the high-ene
cross sections, which are expressible solely via bound-s
wave functions that are reliably established. It is also ess
tial to note@18# that thev dependence of the cross sectio
at highv is known and depends not on the initial state wa
function but on the angular momentum of the eliminat
electrons. Therefore, a given initial state wave function
able to describe the single and double ionization and ion
tion with excitation cross sections in a broad photon f
quency regionv@I 11.

The Z dependence of the high-energy double-elect
photoionization cross section was considered in Ref.@23#
and then discussed in a number of papers, e.g., in Ref.@9#.

The interest for the double-ionization process is n
purely theoretical: it was shown that it is possible to sepa
experimentally the contributions to two-electron ionizati
and ionization with excitation caused by either photon
sorption or by scattering~Compton effect! @24#. This is of
great importance for investigations at highv since the cross
sections of the latter processes,sC

11(v), sC
1* (v), and

sC
1(v), are almost independent ofv while the cross section

of photoionization are rapidly decreasing withv. The cross
sections of1S and 3S states have the same asymptotic d
pendence onv: ;v27/2, but the coefficients in front of
v27/2 are considerably different even fors1(v). For the
helium 1S state, these cross sections become equal at
proximately 6 keV@25# and we have checked that the sam
is valid for 3S. For the same state, the two-electron ioniz
tion Compton scattering starts to dominate over photoion
tion even at considerably smaller energies.

One should keep in mind that the3S state in helium has a
long lifetime of about 11 minutes. Although with increasin
Z this time decreases rapidly in the heliumlike ions, the
perimentation with these objects seems to be possible
principle. Considering the fact that several sources of hi
intensity, high-frequency, continuous spectrum electrom
netic radiation have been or are being constructed, a grow
interest for more detailed studies of two-electron proces
can be anticipated. It is quite probable that not only the lo
est energy metastable state3S of two-electron systems bu
also excitations of the 1s,ns3S type, of neutral atoms and
positive ions, will attract attention. This is why we conce
trate here on3S states of the helium atom and the heliumli
06272
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ions, in their lowest energy and 1s,ns (n.2) states.
In view of the differences between the3S and 1S states

explained above, qualitative differences ofs11(v),
s1* (v), ands1(v) between these states are quite natu
In particular, one expects much largers1* (v) since the
outer electron in3S has~for the samen) a weaker binding
than in the1S state. Of special interest is the comparison
these cross sections for the excited configuration 1s,2s, be-
longing to states3S and 1S. Another object of our study will
be the deexcitation process: the transition of the excited e
tron without spin and angular momentum change to sta
with lower principal quantum numbern→n8 (n8,n).

Note that along with the3S states there exists anothe
group of triplet metastable states, namely,3P, which, how-
ever, will not be considered in this paper. The method
obtain the3P wave function is different from that for3S and
we plan to discuss this issue on another occasion.

Since thev dependencies ofs11(v), s1* (v), and
s1(v) at highv are the same, it is convenient to study, ju
as it was done for the1S states, thev-independent ratios

R(3)5
s (3)11~v!

s (3)1~v!1s (3)1* ~v!
U

v→`

, ~1!

R(3)* 5
s (3)1* ~v!

s (3)1~v!
U

v→`

, ~2!

R0
(3)5

s (3)11~v!

s (3)1~v!
U

v→`

5R(3)~11R(3)* !, ~3!

and

R1
(3)5

s (3)1~v!1s (3)11~v!1s (3)1* ~v!

s (3)1~v!
U

v→`

5~11R(3)!~11R(3)* !. ~4!

The notation of our previous papers@19,20# where 1S states
were treated is used; the triplet nature of the states is n
by the superscript 3 in parentheses.

One can expect that the ratioRn
(3) decreases withZ, since

the mean interelectron radius measured in units of thes
electron orbit increases, causing the relative role of the in
electron interaction that causes double ionization to decre
Qualitatively one can expect also thatR(3)* will increase
with n since the main mechanism of ionization with excit
tion is shake off@18#.

The leading order of theZ dependence ofR(3) for Z@1 is
very simple: R(3);Z22 @23#, just as that ofR in singlet
states. The estimate;Z22 can be easily obtained in the firs
order of the interelectron interaction. However, as we saw
the 1S state withn>2, this Z22 dependence starts only a
Z>8 –10. In this paper, we shall obtain numerical coe
cients in front ofZ22 for all considered states and object
using extrapolation inZ.
0-2
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We shall calculate hereR(3) and R(3)* employing spe-
cially calculated accurate and locally correct@2–4# initial
state wave functions, using the CFHHM. This same met
has recently been applied by us@19,20# to calculate the cor-
responding ratios for1S states. In this method, the initial3S
state wave functionC i

(3) is decomposed as

C i
(3)5eff, ~5!

where f is the correlation functiondescribing the singulari-
ties of C (3) and f is a smooth remainder, which can b
expanded in a fast converging hyperspherical harmonic~HH!
expansion. The functionf depends on the interparticle dis
tances, which is necessary and sufficient to take into acc
analytically the two- and three-body Coulomb singularit
~cusps! in the wave function, i.e., it satisfies the Kato cu
conditions@26# exactly.C (3) is obtained by a direct solution
of the three-body Schro¨dinger equation guaranteeing loc
correctness@2–4# of C i

(3) because the convergence ofC i
(3)

across the configurations space is uniform.

II. DETAILS OF CALCULATIONS

To obtain the expressions for the ratiosRi
(3) and Ri

(3)* ,
we use the rather general approach presented in Ref.@18#.
Keeping in mind that for highv the main contribution to
s i

(3)11(v) comes from the strongly asymmetric ener
sharing between the outgoing electrons of which one is
while the other is slow, simplifies considerably the expr
sion for s i

(3)11(v), which is basically the same for the3S
and 1S states:

s i
(3)11~v!'

32A2Z2p2

3cv7/2 H E uC i
(3)~0,s!u2ds

2(
n lm

U E C i
(3)~0,s!cn lm~s!dsU2J , ~6!

whereC i
(3) is the initial 3S state three-body wave functio

andcn lm(s) is the unperturbed single-particle wave functi
of the second electron in the field of the nucleus, after
first electron has left.C i

(3) depends on the Jacobi coordinat
r ands, wherer connects the nucleus and one electron, a
s connects the center of mass of these two particles with
other electron. In the framework of the present approxim
tion, we setr50; thens represents the distance of the se
ond electron from the nucleus. Thus,C i

(3)(0,s) represents the
three-body wave function at the coalescence, or cusp, reg
in which, as one can see from the discussion in the Introd
tion and from references cited there, high accuracy of
wave function is especially difficult to obtain.n is the single-
particle principal quantum number,l and m are the angular
momentum quantum numbers, andc is the speed of light.

As shown in Ref.@18# we have the following expression
for the total angular momentumL50 andv→`, again ba-
sically the same for the3S and 1S states:
06272
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s i
(3)11~v!5

32A2Z2p2

3cv7/2 S ^d~r !& i
(3)2(

n
I in0

(3) D , ~7!

where^d(r )& (3) is the expectation value of the operatord(r )
in the 3S state and

I in0
(3)54pU E

0

`

C i
(3)~0,s!Rn0~qs!s2dsU2

, ~8!

where q52Zma /(11ma) and Rn l are the one-electron
bound state Coulomb radial functions.

The total photoabsorption cross sections i
(3)(v) can be

measured experimentally and is given by

s i
(3)~v![s i

(3)1~v!1s i
(3)11~v!1s i

(3)1* ~v!

5
32A2Z2p2

3cv7/2
^d~r !& i

(3)5
Ai

(3)~Z!

v7/2
. ~9!

The asymptotic value ofAi
(3)(Z) can be estimated from

rather simple considerations, taking into account that
main contribution tos i

(3)(v) is determined by the ionization
of the inner, nonexcited electron. Indeed, the photoabso
tion cross section of an electron in the statens can be esti-
mated ass i(v);I i

5/2/v7/2, whereI i is the i th electron ion-
ization potential. Thus, the asymptotic contribution of t
outer ~o! and inner ~i! electrons is estimated a
so(v)/s i(v);(I o /I i)

5/2. The ratio I o /I i can be estimated
as I o /I i;(ni /no)2, so that so(v)/s i(v);(ni /no)5!1
even for ni51 and no52. So with increasing excitation
principal quantum numberno>2 the outer electron’s contri
bution becomes negligible and the coefficientAi

(3)(Z) can be
calculated in the hydrogenic approximation~see, for ex-
ample, Ref.@18#!:

Ai
(3)~Z!516A2pZ5/3cni

5;0.17291Z5/ni
5 . ~10!

The other quantity that can, in principle, be measured
experiment, which counts the number of produced sing
charged ions, is given by the sum@18#

s i
(3)1~v!1s i

(3)1* ~v!5
32A2Z2p2

3cv7/2 (
n

I in0
(3) , ~11!

so that

Ri
(3)5

^d~r !& i
(3)2(

n
I in0

(3)

(
n

I in0
(3)

~12!

and

Ri
(3)* 5

s i
(3)1* ~v!

s i
(3)1~v!

5

(
n

I in0
(3)2I 10

(3)

I i10
(3)

5

(
n>2

I in0
(3)

I i10
(3)

. ~13!
0-3
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The two other ratios, namely,R0i
(3) and R1i

(3) , are expressed
via Ri

(3) andRi
(3)* , using Eqs.~3! and ~4!, respectively.

Of special interest is the single-electron photoionizat
cross sections i

(3)1(v), which is determined by the follow
ing expression:

s i
(3)1~v!5

32A2Z2p2

3cv7/2
I i i 0

(3)[
Bi

(3)~Z!

v7/2
, ~14!

and it is interesting to compare it withs i
1(v) from Ref.

@19#. It is natural to expect thats i
(3)1(v)/s i

1(v)5I i i 0
(3)/I i i 0

@1, since the binding of the outer electron in the trip
states is smaller than that in the singlet states.

As was mentioned above, the two-electron ionization
high energies is determined mainly by the mechanism
which almost all photon energy is accepted by one elect
while the second leaves the atom slowly. On qualitat
grounds one can foresee that for highv the cross section
s i

(3)1* (v), determined by the expression

s i
(3)1* ~v!5

32A2Z2p2

3cv7/2 (
nÞ i

I in0
(3) , ~15!

will be larger thans i
(3)1(v). Indeed, the photon is absorbe

by the electron on the 1s level acquiring almost allv, while

TABLE I. Bn
(3)(Z) values for then 3S states in the helium iso

electronic sequence, in a.u.

n
Z 2 3 4 5

2 0.1938 0.0486 0.0190 0.0093
3 2.495 0.6737 0.2720 0.1357
4 13.05 3.626 1.484 0.7459
5 44.82 12.65 5.212 2.631
6 120.2 34.24 14.17 7.175
7 273.6 78.44 32.57 16.52
8 554.0 159.6 66.40 33.72
9 1028.0 297.0 123.8 62.93

10 1781.0 516.0 215.4 109.6

TABLE II. An
(3)(Z) values for then 3S states in the helium iso

electronic sequence, in a.u.

n
Z 2 3 4 5

2 5.739 5.585 5.554 5.544
3 44.63 42.72 42.31 42.16
4 190.6 180.8 178.6 177.9
5 586.5 553.4 545.7 543.1
6 1468.0 1380.0 1359.0 1352.0
7 3186.0 2986.0 2940.0 2923.0
8 6231.0 5829.0 5734.0 5701.0
9 11256.0 10512.0 10337.0 10275.0

10 19100.0 17815.0 17511.0 17404.0
06272
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the second electron is ‘‘shaked’’ to one of the nearest up
levels, thus going fromns to n8s, with n8.n.

It has been demonstrated already long ago in Ref.@23#
~see also Ref.@27#! that there exists the so-calledquasifree
~QF! mechanism, which leads to emission of both electro
with comparable energies. The QF mechanism leads tR
increasing withv, up to ultrarelativistic energiesv@c2

where R again becomes constant but with a much larg
value. For not too highv the QF mechanism leads to
correction of the first order inv/c2!1 @23,27,28#, which can
be expressed viaC i

(3)(r ,r ). The same is valid for ultrarela
tivistic corrections~see Ref.@21# and references therein!. But
according to the Pauli principleC i

(3)(r ,r )50, so that in the
triplet state the term;v/c2 as well as ultrarelativistic cor-
rections disappear, contrary to the case of the singlet s
@22#.

III. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS

The calculated values ofAi(Z),Bi(Z),z i(Z)5Ai(Z)/
Bi(Z), I in0

(3) and of different cross section ratiosRi
(3),

Ri
(3)* , R0i

(3), and R1i
(3) for the groundi[n52 and excited

statesn3S, n53,4,5 of He* and its isoelectronic sequenc
Z52210 are presented in Tables I–VII.

TABLE III. I nn0
(3) values for the lowestn 3S states of He* (Z

52).

n
n 2 3 4 5

1 0.04458 0.01118 0.00436 0.00214
2 1.033 0.07593 0.02170 0.00934
3 0.2287 0.5211 0.1154 0.04498
4 0.00583 0.6719 0.09669 0.05350
5 0.00179 0.00073 0.9702 0.00758
6 0.00080 0.00046 0.06774 0.8569
7 0.00044 0.00033 0.00011 0.2967
8 0.00027 0.00021 0.00005 0.00353
9 0.00018 0.00014 0.00005 0.00001

TABLE IV. Rn
(3)(Z)3103 andhn(Z) values for then 3S states

in the helium isoelectronic sequence.

n
2 3 4 5

Z R2
(3) h2 R3

(3) h3 R4
(3) h4 R5

(3) h5

2 3.116 0.35 1.965 0.53 1.043 0.62 0.573 0.6
3 3.040 0.25 3.662 0.44 3.076 0.56 2.332 0.6
4 2.222 0.22 3.420 0.40 3.526 0.52 3.198 0.6
5 1.615 0.21 2.811 0.39 3.218 0.50 3.211 0.5
6 1.209 0.20 2.262 0.38 2.755 0.49 2.911 0.5
7 0.933 0.20 1.830 0.37 2.321 0.48 2.546 0.5
8 0.739 0.20 1.500 0.37 1.957 0.48 2.204 0.5
9 0.599 0.19 1.247 0.37 1.660 0.48 1.906 0.5
10 0.495 0.19 1.050 0.37 1.421 0.48 1.655 0.5
0-4
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We found that most of the results can be obtained wit
small HH basis withKm540, for lower states even with
Km532. HereKm is the maximum global angular momen
tum used in the HH expansion. AsZ decreases toward
2(He* ), the excited states assume a true three-body cha
ter, their spectrum becomes dense, and their spatial ex
become similar, so their properties can no longer be e
mated by scaling inZ from large Z, and Km up to 100 is
necessary to get accurate higher excited states. We also
extrapolation inKm for all states, relying on checked powe
type convergence.

The ratiosRi
(3) for n52,3,4 calculated in Ref.@1# dis-

agree with ours atZ52, where the rounded values differ b
231026(n52,3) and 131026 (n54); for Z.2 Ref. @1#
gives values rounded up to one place less and these a
with us.

To calculate the cross section ratios, we have used
single-particle states and a stable extrapolation in their n
ber, so that the error of summation over states is neglig
and we do not have to resort to estimating the remainde
in Ref. @19#.

According to Eq.~15!, the cross sections i
(3)1(v) is to-

tally characterized by the values ofBi
(3)(Z), which are pre-

TABLE V. Comparison of Rn
(3)(Z)3103, hn(Z), Rn

ur(1)(Z)
3103, andhn

ur(Z) values for the helium isoelectronic sequence

n
2 2 3 3

Z R2
(3) h2 R2

ur(1) h2
ur R3

(3) h3 R3
ur(1) h3

ur

2 3.116 0.35 15.69 1.74 1.965 0.53 5.59 1.5
3 3.040 0.25 18.44 1.53 3.662 0.44 10.23 1.2
4 2.222 0.22 14.92 1.50 3.420 0.40 10.01 1.1
5 1.615 0.21 11.48 1.49 2.811 0.39 8.45 1.1
6 1.209 0.20 8.90 1.50 2.262 0.38 6.90 1.1
7 0.933 0.20 7.03 1.50 1.830 0.37 5.64 1.1
8 0.739 0.20 5.67 1.50 1.500 0.37 4.65 1.1
9 0.599 0.19 4.66 1.51 1.247 0.37 3.88 1.1
10 0.495 0.19 3.89 1.51 1.050 0.37 3.28 1.1

TABLE VI. Rn
(3)* (Z) and hn* (Z) values for then 3S states in

the helium isoelectronic sequence.

n
2 3 4 5

Z R2
(3)* h2* R3

(3)* h3* R4
(3)* h4* R5

(3)* h5*

2 28.53 1.5 113.79 1.6 291.18 1.6 595.76 1
3 16.83 1.3 62.19 1.3 154.06 1.4 309.04 1
4 13.58 1.2 48.70 1.2 118.96 1.3 236.66 1
5 12.06 1.2 42.63 1.2 103.37 1.2 204.73 1
6 11.20 1.2 39.20 1.2 94.63 1.2 186.89 1.
7 10.63 1.1 37.00 1.1 89.05 1.1 175.55 1.
8 10.24 1.1 35.47 1.1 85.19 1.1 167.71 1.
9 9.95 1.1 34.35 1.1 82.36 1.1 161.97 1.
10 9.72 1.1 33.49 1.1 80.19 1.1 157.60 1.
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sented in Table I. The values ofAi
(3)(Z) are collected in

Table II. Table III displays the results ofI nn0
(3) for the lowest

He* 3S state. The values of the ratiosRi
(3) , Ri

(3)* , R1i
(3) , and

R0i
(3) for the statesn3S, n52, . . . ,5 of thehelium isoelec-

tronic sequence fromZ52 to Z510 are presented in Table
IV, V, VI, VII, and VIII, respectively.

As is seen from Table I, the parameterBn
(3)(Z) depends

strongly onZ and n, rapidly decreasing withn and impres-
sively increasing with Z. Note that the cross sectio
sn

(3)1(v) is considerably smaller thansn
1(v) obtained in

Ref. @19#. In general, since in the triplet state the avera
distance between electrons is larger than that in the sin
state, the effects of the interelectron interaction in3S is
weaker, and the corresponding effects are smaller. This
be seen from comparing the results of this paper with th
from Ref. @19#.

Table II demonstrates the magnitude ofsn
(3)(v), which is

at least by an order of magnitude larger thansn
(3)(v). This

emphasizes the relatively low probability of a process
which the state of the outer electron remains unaltered w
the inner one is ionized. The value ofAn

(3)(Z), starting from
Z5324 follows the 1/Z5 relation in Eq.~14!. Indeed, for
Z510, Eq. ~14! gives A2

(3)(10);172 91, which is quite
close to the corresponding value in Table II, 191 00. ForZ
52, A2

(3) He;5.533, which is very close to the tabulate

TABLE VII. R1n
(3) values for then 3S states in the helium iso-

electronic sequence.

n
Z 2 3 4 5

2 29.62 115.0 292.5 597.1
3 17.89 63.42 155.5 310.8
4 14.61 49.87 120.4 238.4
5 13.09 43.75 104.7 206.4
6 12.21 40.29 95.89 188.4
7 11.64 38.07 90.26 177.0
8 11.25 36.53 86.36 169.1
9 10.95 35.39 83.49 163.3

10 10.73 34.52 81.31 158.9

TABLE VIII. R0n
(3)(Z) values for then 3S states in the helium

isoelectronic sequence.

n
Z 2 3 4 5

2 0.0920 0.2254 0.3048 0.3421
3 0.0542 0.2314 0.4771 0.7232
4 0.0324 0.1700 0.4230 0.7602
5 0.0211 0.1226 0.3359 0.6606
6 0.0147 0.0909 0.2635 0.5470
7 0.0108 0.0696 0.2090 0.4495
8 0.0083 0.0547 0.1687 0.3718
9 0.0066 0.0441 0.1384 0.3106

10 0.0053 0.0362 0.1153 0.2625
0-5
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value of 5.74. Note that the corresponding values for a gi
Z are slowly decreasing withn, which is the consequence o
a small contribution of the outer electron toAn

(3)(Z). This is
understandable since the outer electron asymptotic photo
ization cross section, according to Eq.~14!, decreases rap
idly, as;n25, with n.

Table III demonstrates that after photon absorption,
most probable transition is that of the outer electron to one
the nearest excited levels. Indeed, one can see that fn
52 the probability for the second electron to remain on
same level is the largest (I 220

(3)51.033), while to be excited to
the next level it is noticeably smaller (I 230

(3)50.2287). Note,
however, that ionization with deexcitation, i.e., with tran
tion to the level 1s, is much smaller (I 210

(3)50.044 58). For
n.2 the probability for the second electron to remain at
initial level decreases rapidly, while the most probable p
cess becomes the excitation to the next level (n→n11) and,
for higher n, even ton12. The deexcitation~the transition
n→n21) probability is always much smaller.

According to Table IV the cross section ratioRn
(3)(Z) for

n52 decreases withZ monotonically, while forn>2 it first
increases and then decreases. It is seen that the ratiohn(Z)
[Rn

(3)(Z)/Rn(Z) @the data forRn(Z) are from Table II of
Ref. @20## is considerably smaller than 1. This fact demo
strates that for the triplet state the role of ionization w
excitation is even greater than for excited singlet states.
Z.2 andn.2 the variation ofRn

(3)(Z) is relatively small.
From an experimental point of view, we observe here v
good agreement with the results obtained using the va
tional wave function, since the results of Ref.@1# and of the
present paper are currently impossible to distinguish exp
mentally. However, despite using the same equations we
tected a noticeable numerical difference of about
20.2%, which is far larger than expected from the accu
cies of the wave functions used by us and in Ref.@1#. This
means that the results are sensitive to the fact that the w
functions are locally somewhat different.

We also calculated the dependence ofRn
(3)(Z) on Z, not

only for n52 as in Ref.@1#, but also forn53,4,5. The latter
turned out to be qualitatively different from then52 case.

As was explained in the Introduction, the relativistic a
ymptotics of Rn

ur(1) for 1S states@21# differs considerably
from the corresponding nonrelativistic valuesRn

(1) obtained
earlier ~see Refs.@20# and @1#!. Therefore, Table V present
the results of calculations forRn

(3)(Z), hn(Z), Rn
ur(1) , and

hn
ur(Z)[Rn

(3)(Z)/Rn
ur(Z). An impressive difference due t

relativistic effects is clearly seen.
Table VI presents the data forRn

(3)* (Z), which are every-
where much larger than 1, up to two orders of magnitu
demonstrating that excitation with ionization is much mo
probable than the single-electron ionization. The latter p
ceeds, for excited states at highv, via a rather improbable
process: ionization of the 1s electron with subsequent tran
sition of the excitedns electron into the 1s state. Table VI
presents also the ratiohn* (Z)[Rn*

(3)(Z)/Rn* (Z) @the data for
Rn* (Z) are from Table III of Ref.@20#!#, which is everywhere
considerably larger than 1. As it was expected,Rn

(3)* (Z) for
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all n decreases withZ. For a givenZ, the increase is really
rapid, by a factor of about 20 whenn goes from 2 to 5.

It seems thatRn
(3)* (Z) emphasizes explicitly the relativ

role of ionization with excitation relative to the single ion
ization. For the first time we demonstrate clearly the dom
nance of ionization with excitation. According to Eqs.~1!
and ~2!, the ratiosRn

(3)* (Z) and Rn
(3)(Z) are algebraically

independent.
Now we turn to the calculation of the ratiosR1n

(3)* and
R0

(3) . Although according to Eqs.~3! and ~4! they can be
expressed algebraically viaRn

(3)* (Z) andRn
(3)(Z), these ra-

tios are instructive since they present the ratios of double
total ionization cross sections to the pure single-elect
ones. They emphasize clearly the relative role of double i
ization and ionization with excitation.

The values ofR1n
(3) in Table VII are close to those ofR1n

(3)*
in Table VI, since for the triplet statesn

(3)1* (v) is much
larger than both ofsn

(3)1(v) andsn
(3)11(v). Interesting is

the tendency of ‘‘saturation’’ of the values in Tables VI an
VII with increasingZ that obviously approach the asymptot
Z→` limits. The corresponding values are increasing w
n. This is a direct consequence ofsn

(3)1(v) decreasing
with n.

Table VIII presents the results forR0n
(3)(Z). From the be-

havior of R0
(3) it is seen that the excitation of one of th

electrons in helium or in the heliumlike ions increases
relative probability of double ionization, but by far not s
strongly as that of the ionization with excitation. Note th
with growing n, R0n

(3)(Z) increases and finally exceeds 0.7
This indicates that the two-electron ionization can beco
more probable than one-electron ionization. This is, in fac
manifestation of the competition between two processes:
ization with excitation and ionization with deexcitation to th
one-electron state 1s, the outcome of which depends main
on n, but also onZ.

In Refs.@1,23# the leading term of theZ dependence ofR
was estimated and shown to be 1/Z2. Our calculations in this
paper demonstrate that forRn

(3) with n52, R2
(3) , the Z22

dependence already appears only forZ.4. For largern, the
Z value at which theZ22 dependence starts is increasing
higher.

To reveal theZ22 dependence and to find the asymptot
at Z→` one can use three-term fits in inverse powers oZ
but it is necessary to go to higher values ofZ, Z.10, par-
ticularly for n.3.

IV. CONCLUSION

The cross sectionssn
(3)(v) andsn

(3)1(v), the parameter
I in0

(3) , and the ratiosRn
(3) , Rn

(3)* , R1n
(3) , andR0n

(3) have been
calculated for then3S states,n52, . . . ,5, of thehelium iso-
electronic sequence fromZ52 toZ510. The peculiarities of
these values as functions ofZ andn were discussed at length
It was demonstrated that the ratiosRn

(3) for the ground state
decrease very fast withZ. But already starting fromR3

(3) ,
these ratios at first increase withZ and only after reaching a
maximum start to decrease. Specifically,Rn

(3)* increases dra-
0-6
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matically with n for any Z. The Z dependence ofRn
(3)*

proved to be qualitatively the same for alln, exhibiting a not
too fast decrease withZ growth.

In the helium (Z52) case, it was necessary to employ
nonlinear correlation functionf in Eq. ~5! to calculate the
cross sections and the corresponding ratios, but forZ.2 a
simple linearf and a rather small value ofKm532 ~81 HH
states! were sufficient for most states, except for the high
excited states where it was prudent to useKm540 ~121 HH
states! although some value 32,Km,40 could be sufficient,
and for the higher excited states of helium whereKm up to
100 was needed because of their close spacing and, co
quently, different structure than forZ.2. In all cases the
three cusp conditions were fulfilled exactly.
III
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As it was discussed above our results proved to be
merically quite close toR2

(3)(Z) calculated in Ref.@1#. The
difference between the asymptotic values for the ratios
double-to-single ionization cross sections of triplet and s
glet states appeared to be much larger, due to strong rel
istic effects exclusive to the singlet states.
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